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The dangers that digital files face can seemmerely the stuff of theory and risk assessment matrices until an insti-
tution experiences its first data loss; especially when those digital files represent the graduate research output of
a university, the potential impact of that loss increases exponentially. The authors present a case study of the
challenges one academic library has encountered in the stewardship of its electronic theses and dissertations
(ETDs) over the course of a decade. This article examines the problems that can arise years after the transition
from a physical to electronic collection and presents documentation solutions that can make ETD preservation
and curation more effective.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION

In the last twenty years academic institutions have been slowly
making the transition from publishing paper theses and dissertations
to accepting electronic copies, also known as ETDs. There aremany chal-
lenges in gathering, accepting, and either publishing or embargoing
these electronic copies that have been well established in the literature.
One of the challenges that has not received as much attention is that of
preserving these electronic documents for the long term. When theses
and dissertationswere published in paper form, long-termpreservation
was a simplematter of putting themon a shelf or in a climate-controlled
room and recording them in the catalog. Electronic documents require
more hands-on curation. This is especially true of ETDs because they
come in batches at the ends of school terms, have complicated rights
management issues (such as embargoes), and because sometimes
there are multiple versions of the documents in multiple management
systems. The dangers that digital files face can seem merely the stuff
of theory and risk assessment matrices until an organization experi-
ences its first data loss.

The gap in the literature concerning the challenges associated with
long-term ETD lifecycle management would indicate that institutions
have never experienced data loss, that they have but have not written
about it publicly, or that they do not consider the data loss to be sub-
stantial. In this article, the case study of one institution's various data

losses is presented so that other organizations can learn from these
mistakes and secure their data without having to experience the same
crises. The lessons learned from these data losseswill help any organiza-
tion looking to preserve not only ETDs but also a wide array of digital
files and collections.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Issues concerning electronic theses and dissertations have grown
more common in higher education and form important components
of today's academic scholarship. Many academic libraries have integrat-
ed ETD programs into digital repository and digital scholarship systems
(Fineman, 2003; Fox, Eaton, & McMillan, 1996; Swain, 2010; Yiotis,
2008).

McCutcheon (2011) noted that “the electronic permutations of
theses and dissertationshad greatly enhanced discovery and dissemina-
tion,” (p. 64) and become themost effectiveway to distribute graduate-
level academic research. In 2004, Eaton indicated that since Virginia
Tech implemented the ETD program in 1996, the average print thesis
or dissertation had circulated two to three times per year, while in the
year 2000 alone, there was an average of over 650 downloads per ETD
(in a collection of 5000), coming from the United States and several
other countries. Eaton emphasized that “one of the most accessed
ETDs had been downloaded tens of thousands of times” (p. 6).
Lippincott and Lynch (2010) echoed these reports and added that be-
cause ETDs have been indexed by major search engines, institutions
implementing ETD programs have reported thousands or even tens of
thousands of downloads from around the world. ETDs have become
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popular among online users because of their easy discoverability,
convenient access, and free availability; they thus have become one of
the most effective ways for institutions to increase use of theses and
dissertations (Fox, McMillan, & Srinivasan, 2012).

Many large research universities have implemented electronic sub-
missions of theses and dissertations through their university libraries.
When the submission of ETDs becomes an integral part of an academic
system, either mandatory or optional, it represents a complete cultural
change in the practice of publishing theses and dissertations extending
beyond just formatting issues (Yiotis, 2008). Articles discussing the
complexity of ETD programs indicate that successful ETD programs re-
quire a variety of collaborative, managerial, and preservation skillsets
(Boock & Kunda, 2009; Early & Taber, 2010; Fyffe & Welburn, 2008;
Hall, Hoover, & Wolverton, 2003; Jewell, Oldfield, & Reeves, 2006;
Yiotis, 2008).

In the survey carried out by the Coalition for Networked Information
(CNI) (Lippincott & Lynch, p. 9), most respondents reported that librar-
ies, not university faculty or academic administration departments, took
the lead in developing and promoting ETDprograms and involved some
collaboration with the graduate school administration. From the per-
spective of the graduate school, ETDs raise issues of student training
and selecting andmaintaining submission systems, while from the per-
spective of the library, the issues entail publishing and online access,
description, and preservation (Early & Taber, 2010; Yiotis, 2008). The
roles academic libraries play in the ETD program signify that these insti-
tutions should be the entities investing in the long-term curation of
these data.

The current literature has frequently discussed issues regarding ETD
collaborations, online access software, and metadata (Early & Taber,
2010; Lippincott & Lynch, 2010; McCutcheon, 2011; Yiotis, 2008).
Rare is the literature, however, concerning the long-term digital preser-
vation of ETD programs (McMillan, 2004). Early and Taber noted that as
ETD submission has grown in popularity, the focus has shifted from
choice of platform to discussions on improving systems. Long-term
preservation has also become one of the most important issues that
address information storage in the future (Early & Taber, 2010, p. 5).

Stewart (2012) observed that many academic libraries had incorpo-
rated electronic record systems, like institutional repositories, to handle
their born-digital or digitized records, revealing that there has been a
growing recognition of the need to maintain access to records in elec-
tronic format over time. He also discerned, however, that most institu-
tions might have done little to prepare for the long-term preservation
of these digital assets outside of these content management systems
that were designed primarily for access and easy transactions.

In 2011, Li & Banach conducted a national survey on the digital pres-
ervation of institutional repository (IR) materials through ARL member
institutions, finding that although 97.4% of surveyed institutions had
preservation missions then, only 51.5% had developed policies to sup-
port them. The survey also found that many institutions were using IR
system features and supplemental limited preservation features,
which are not sufficient for long-term preservation purposes. According
to Li and Banach, although IR providers had been gradually integrating
features for preservation purposes, they could not guarantee the integ-
rity of file formats for future use. The following case study supports
these findings by Li and Banach in tangible real world examples.

CASE STUDY

THE PHYSICAL YEARS (1926–2005)

Texas Tech University (then called Texas Technical College) began
producing theses and dissertations in 1929. The physical process of pub-
lication changed very little over the next 76 years. At the time, the li-
brary handled the binding of these theses and dissertations. The
students were required to print out a copy for the library, as well as a
copy for the Special Collections Library for archival purposes. Students

could also pay to have any number of personal copies bound. Depart-
ments, too, would often request a copy. As a result, for each graduating
student, there could be anywhere from three to ten copies to bind. The
library had staff dedicated to the thesis and dissertation binding and
cataloging processes during the months before and after graduation.
In the rare case of an embargo, in which the thesis or dissertation
would be held back from publication for a set time period, the
embargoed thesis or dissertation was simply dropped in the bottom
drawer of a filing cabinet in the library until the embargo status expired.
A staff person went through the drawer every year and processed any
theses or dissertations that had passed their embargo period.

In the early 2000s, the library's administration saw a potential prob-
lem: the number of theses and dissertationswas increasing from semes-
ter to semester, and there was increasingly limited storage space for
them in the stacks. The library realized that physical theses and disser-
tations would eventually take over the whole building if a change was
not made.

Electronic theses and dissertations were seen as a way to get out of
the book binding business and save not only physical space but
human resources. Electronic publishing would also be cheaper for the
students now that they did not need to have separate copies bound
for personal distribution, so it was seen as a move that benefited all in-
volved. Approaching the ETD as a time-saving measure for the library,
however, colored how the collection was handled for the next several
years. The benefits of open access and the opportunity to engage alumni
in different ways were not central reasons for themove but byproducts.
The institution would in time learn the consequences of trying to treat
ETD curation as a simple, rather than complex, task.

THE FIRST ETD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: ETD-DB (2005–2009)

Texas Tech University switched to accepting ETDs in 2005 and had
success using a system created at Virginia Tech called ETD-db. The
ETD-db system gave the university a quick and easy way for students
to submit versions of their theses and dissertations electronically, get
revisions from the graduate school, and then either embargo their
item for a variety of different time periods or publish the documents
afterword. The system not only managed ETDs but also served as the
display system for published ETDs. The system allowed students to
enter their ownmetadata, whichwould then require cleanup by library
staff to conform to metadata standards.

Around that time, the library also started a thesis and dissertation
scanning effort. The library intended to digitize the 76-year catalog of
physical theses and dissertations in order to make them available in
the same online location as the new ETDs. The digital lab completed
its digitization of the print theses and dissertations in 2009, scanning
12,342 items in total. The scanned items were published in the
ETD-db system alongside submitted ETDs.

DATA LOSS #1: LOSS OF METADATA EDITS

In 2006, the library experienced its first major data loss. The data-
base that ran the ETD-db software was corrupted. Library IT staff tried
to restore the database through a backup, but they discovered that the
backup was corrupted as well. With a 30-day backup, if a problem is
not identified in the 30-day window, then the backup is overwritten
and the information is lost. Library IT staff then created scripts to re-
build the database. All themetadata edits saved in the ETD-db database
in that first year were lost in the database reconstruction. The original
student-enteredmetadatawas retained, however,meaning that a year's
worth of editing work would have to be re-done while new ETDs were
still flooding in. This data loss taught the organization three significant
lessons.

The first lesson the library learned from this data loss incident was
that the systems that are designed for managing and publishing docu-
ments are often not well-designed to preserve them. The systems
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